In the past decades there has been substantial research undergone in design of intelligent architecture for Rotorcraft based Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (RUAV). Designing intelligent architecture is a challenging problem since future RUAV's are utterly autonomous and their performance is comparable to that of manned vehicles. This paper deals with design and development of a layered architectural framework which addresses the issue arising in autonomous intelligent control system. The architecture consists of two layers: the high-level layer occupied by planning routines. In this level the way-points, mission tasks from command center is executed. 
INTRODUCTION
Rotorcraft-based Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (RUAV) are essentially useful not only for military application, but also for civil purpose (Ollero and Merino 2004) like Exploring unknown environment, Mapping the terrain (Lacroix and Jung 2002) , Cooperative fire detection (Meriono et al. 2006) , Autonomous deployment of sensor network for civil monitoring system (Corke et al. 2004 ) and more. In many applications the usefulness of the aerial vehicles are the best way to get information or to deploy equipment without any interaction of human. The challenge of developing such control system not only deals in the development of control algorithms, but also in the approaches and techniques used to integrate those control algorithms on the actual system. To accomplish such system successful there must be highly efficient intelligent infrastructure for autonomous control systems. Hence our objective is to develop efficient framework which is capable of integrating autonomous functionalities like obstacle detection and avoidance control, fault-tolerant control, system reconfiguration control, way-points navigation including auto-landing control and multiple-UAV coordination control.
Various intelligent architecture methods have been investigated in the past to address the problem arising in integration of control algorithms. Open Control Platform (OCP) is one of the most reliable method proposed by researchers at Georgia Tech. OCP is used to compensate in-flight failure of a low-level flight control system. It is achieved by reconfiguring the software-enabled control (SEC) system autonomously (Toon 2002 ). The architecture increases the level of autonomy of the system by integrating five functionalities: fault detection and identification, active system restructuring, reconfigurable flight control, reconfigurable path planning and mission adaptation. M a n u s c r i p t
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The fault detection and identification algorithm identifies the probable fault in the system and issue method has proposed to identify the fault and to reconfigure the faulty system. Second layer is trajectory generation layer which deals with generating optimal trajectory to the assigned waypoints. Path planning layer is the third layer in the architecture, the role is to generate way-points for the overall missions and compute spatial constrains needed for trajectory generation layer.
Finally, the decision making layer has the information about the overall mission objectives. The sensory information and situational awareness is used to make the decisions among the missions.
Clements 2003 developed a fault tolerant architecture which has the capability to expand both vertically and horizontally. In his architecture, fault detection and fault isolation occurs at the top most layers. Fault isolation includes restructuring to prevent spreading the fault to working components. The middle layer conducts three tasks to optimize the system which response to fault.
Firstly, the redistribution controller restructures the interconnection to optimize the control. Then based on the information from redistribution controller, the set-point controller adjusts the set-points of the low-level controllers. Finally, the low level gain controller adjusts the feedback gains M a n u s c r i p t Maybeck et al. 1989 . This gives a robust performance under variety of fault condition.
Adaptive Control Approach utilizes an adaptive controller to ensure the stability and performance of the system under rapid change in system parameters. Generally, this approach is classified into two, indirect adaptive control method and direct adaptive control method. First method employs a parameter isolation process and second method does not require any isolation process. Boskovic 1998 implemented a reconfigurable control for Tailless advanced fighter aircraft (TAFA) using multiple models, switching and tuning (MMST). The system consist collection of M a n u s c r i p t
plant dynamic models with a fixed pseudo-inverse controller for each model. In the case of fault the controller selects a model which is closely approximate to the actual model and activates the corresponding controller. The assumption in this method is that at least one model which is implemented in the system should be close enough and the proper switching mechanism is applied.
Comparing the efficiency and reliability, aforementioned methods addresses only fault tolerant architecture. In this research, we addressed integration approach for intelligent control algorithms and in addition to that multi-RUAV control operation is also investigated. Following that the Hardware-in-the-Loop system are developed to demonstrate the proposed system.
RECONFIGURABLE INTELLIGENT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
In this section, the proposed RICA (Reconfigurable Intelligent Control Architecture) for rotorcraft based unmanned aerial vehicle is briefed. The architecture block diagram is depicted in 
High-Level: Guidance and Navigation Control (GnC)
The Guidance and navigation component translates a high level mission task to low-level task. The mission can be accomplished as a sequence of action like fly to a desired destination and hover, while flying maintain same velocity, avoid obstacle among the way-points and coordinate with other RUAV's. Flying to a desired destination is achieved with way-point navigation and control (Kim and Kim 2006) , where to avoid the obstacle biologically inspired steering behavior control for obstacle avoidance ) is utilized and to coordinate with other RUAV's our previously developed novel approach Linear velocity based predictive control has been used.
Unmanned aerial vehicle requires certain mechanism to identify potential thread if it is to make any attempt to avoid it. Sometimes the possible obstacle may be avoidable through onboard M a n u s c r i p t
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information such as terrain altitude and some known thread. For real time maneuver unknown obstacle may appear, the mechanism should respond to these kinds of obstacle even though it's trivial. The obstacle detection and avoidance control system is subdivided into two: obstacle detection algorithm and obstacle avoidance algorithm. Obstacle detection algorithm traces the obstacle coordinates which possibly cascade on the RUAV's path. The navigation module generates the trajectory where the RUAV assigned to fly. The flying location is predefined by the set of waypoints from ground control station. During the maneuver time, it is necessary to maintain a local obstacle map to generate the obstacle avoidance trajectory. More detailed description of Obstacle detection and avoidance algorithm is briefed in .
Behavior based Multiple RUAV coordination control
Behavior-based decentralized multiple RUAV coordination approach is a part of steering behavior control. It allows an RUAV to carry out its own mission of flying to a specified region while the distances between RUAVs are maintained constantly to avoid collision. The main goal of the proposed controller is to make the RUAV cooperate among each other to achieve the defined task.
Unmanned aerial vehicle requires intelligent control mechanism to communicate and control with each other if it to make any attempt to coordinate with other RUAV's. In order to model such mechanism we utilize biologically inspired Reynold's flocking model (Craig et al. 1987 ). In the following how an individual RUAV maneuvers based on the positions and velocities of its nearby RUAV is described. Separation is defined as "the tendency of an RUAV to move away from neighboring RUAV in order to avoid collision" and Cohesion is defined as "the tendency of an UAV to move towards the center of the flock that is formed by neighboring UAV".
The algorithm traces the neighborhood RUAV coordinates which possibly cascade to its path. The way-point navigation module generates the trajectory where RUAV assigned to fly. The flying locations are predefined by the set of way-points from ground control station (GCS). While flying in the desired path the group behavior algorithm should find the possible RUAV which procured the path and calibrate the separation or cohesion strategy. More detailed description of M a n u s c r i p t
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multiple RUAV coordination is briefed in .
Low Level: Flight control
The purpose of the low level controller is to stabilize the vehicle and force it to follow the commanded trajectory generated by the high level controllers. This is achieved by limiting the control vector with feedback gain. The forward speed hold system is realized by the following commands respectively.
(1)
While, the altitude and heading hold system is achieved by command control in the collective and rudder channels as follow
FAULT DETECTION AND RECONFIGURATION CONTROL
The Fault detection and reconfiguration control exploits an eccentric process to increase the safety of the vehicle in worse scenario. The system reconfiguration is attained by transforming the control vectors in the unmanned helicopter. Proposed work examines the control system in two prospects. First one is to ensure the possibility of reconfiguration. If the system fault is phenomenal, which cannot be reconfigured then the controller sends the query to switch the helicopter from auto mode to manual mode. The pilot from GCS (Ground Control Station) tries to stabilize the RUAV safely. The second prospect is to generate reconfigurable commands with the help of rule engine.
The rule engine has the set of rules to generate for fault. Base on pre-defined rules the engine tries to generate commands.
Faults are event that take place in different parts of the helicopter. In general the faults are classified M a n u s c r i p t
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according to the location of occurrence in the system, they are actuator faults, sensor faults and components fault. Actuator faults represent the partial or total loss of the control action. Sensor faults denote the incorrect readings from the sensor or failure of the sensor itself. Finally component faults occur if there is any change in internal component. Further, the faults can be modeled in two ways; they are additive faults and multiplicative faults. The additive faults can be modeled for component faults in the system, while the multiplicative faults are suitable for sensor and actuators. 
Fault Detection, Isolation and Reconfiguration
The component failure detection can be achieved by detecting variation in the angular rates. The flow diagram of fault detection reconfiguration is exemplified in Fig. 3 The fault detection method uses the sliding window data from the flight dynamics. It detects the faults by measuring the rate of change of data with respect to time. Assume the LPV (linear parameter varying) system faults are detected with the following (7) where is the output produced by the dynamics as a function of time . Diagnostic signal takes the value of one if the threshold value has been exceeded. Fault isolation is to make decision about the appearance of a specific fault with simple threshold logic.
where L is the total number of faults ( ) to be isolated and are the threshold corresponding to residuals .Reconfiguration is achieved with PIM (pseudoinverse method) Antsaklis et al. 1989 . To provide graceful degradation in the case of failure, the state feedback gain K can be reassigned. Normal closed loop system can be defined as
Assume the closed-loop dynamic model, in which failure occurs is given as 1943-5525.0000292 Copyright 2012 by the American Society of Civil Engineers M a n u s c r i p t
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where is the state feedback gain, the new close-loop system can be in the form of (10) where is the new feedback gain. The approximate solution of the system for is given by
Where is pseudo-inverse of . is calculated for many probable failures and stored in the flight control computer (FCC). Similar way other components faults are calculated as described in table 1.
Multiplicative fault reconfiguration
Multiplicative fault detection and isolation method coupled with fault tolerant control architecture is developed in order to deal with multiplicative fault for a rotorcraft based unmanned aerial vehicle (RUAV). The failure considered is malfunction with different sensors of the helicopter which occurs during the maneuvers: failure of IMU sensor, GPS sensor, etc. The fault detection and reconfiguration control is based on parameter estimation approach which drives a reconfigurable control system (RCS). The diagnostic reasoning approach has been utilized to isolate the faulty sensors. The multiplicative sensor fault can be modeled as follows
The relation from system inputs to the measured outputs for linear parameter varying state space representation of dynamic system can be written as (12) denotes the state of the system at time instance. is the output measurable variable, is the vehicle state vector and is control input vector. It can be represent as M a n u s c r i p t
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Multiplicative sensor faults is modeled as (14) where is an offset vector and 
M a n u s c r i p t N o t C o p y e d i t e d
where is the output produced by the dynamics as a function of time , diagnostic signal takes the value of one if the threshold value has been exceeded.
Diagnostic reasoning approach is utilized for fault isolation process. It is performed by means of a rule based single logical operations state as IF-THEN-ELSE rules like
The fault that has been detected from the fault detection module is considered as symptoms. These faults are formulated in verbal manner. Based on the observations these conditions fed as rules to the system. For each fault ID the reconfiguration module reconfigures the system to maintain the stability of the vehicle. Table.2 
Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation
The architecture of Hardware-in-the-Loop for autonomous system, as shown in Fig. 5 composed of four independent systems namely Flight visualization computer (FlightGear), Flight control computer, GCS (Ground Control System), HIL Bridge and Helicopter model. The bridging application uses a simulation library to communicate with FlightGear and connects to the embedded PC104 board (Fig 6-a) , emulating the inputs and outputs from the helicopter model. FCC outputs serial data in packed binary identical to the packet produce by the Flightgear and helicopter model.
It also accepts command outputs from GCS. This provides a realistic test of remaining components of the system. The FlightGear forwards a raw data to FCC. The given data is in engineering unit.
Therefore, the HIL Bridge application must perform reverse conversion on the data before sending it to the PC104 embedded board. Similarly the control surface position received from the embedded board is in raw format the HIL Bridge converts normalized positions to helicopter plant model. In this architecture the work presented in (Kim et al. 2010 ) is used as plant model.
FlightGear is an open-source flight simulator developed and maintained by Curt Olson. FlightGear objective is to create a professional flight simulator framework to use in both academic and research environments. The screen shot of FlightGear is illustrated in Fig. 6 -b. In this work the FlightGear is investigated to develop cost effective environment for testing our control algorithms which is capable of real time testing. More complete platform setup is briefed in ). The extension of stage one is developed to provide a testing environment for both static and dynamic obstacle with multiple RUAV's. The setup runs with three identical HILS system in parallel, where the local coordinates of each RUAV are shared. It is achieved by communicating with UDP socket. Fig.7 provides complete hardware architecture of multiple HILS system.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS
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In this section, the experimental test results for intelligent architecture are discussed. Each of the modules is tested and validated separately. All the experiment is done using the HIL simulation using PC104 based target PC running under QNX real time operating system.
Way-point Navigation and Control
The way-point navigation control is validated by flying the RUAV autonomously. The set of waypoints are assigned from the ground control station where the RUAV should attain all the waypoints and reach the assigned destination point. Initially, the flight should reach the altitude of 25mts above the sea level then fly towards the following way-points (30, 25), (30,-25), (-10,-30), (-10,-10) once it reaches the destination it should execute the landing sequence. From Fig. 8 it clearly
proves that RUAV passed the assigned way-points and reaches the destination successfully. Fig. 9 illustrates the landing trajectory of unmanned helicopter using our proposed method. The solid line represents the real flight trajectory generated by RUAV. From the achieved results it has been proved that the tracking and auto landing works smoothly and accurately.
Obstacle Avoidance Control
The performance of the algorithm is verified with two different phases. First phase is to check with single RUAV to multiple static obstacles and second phase is to check with multiple RUAV's to multiple static and dynamic obstacles. First obstacle avoidance experiment is attained by flying the RUAV in counter clockwise direction to achieve the given set of way-points and return to its target.
For simulation purpose in the middle of flying zone the obstacles are placed in different size. The algorithm should detect the obstacle and calculate the trajectory to avoid and reach the desired target. In this experiment three obstacles are placed in the local coordinates. First one is at (30, 10) with four meters of radius. Second one is at (0, -30) with 3.5 meters of radius and finally at (0, 40) with six meters of radius. From the Fig. 10 it clearly proves that our algorithm avoid obstacle with different obstacle radius.
M a n u s c r i p t
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Second experiment is to validate the algorithm for both static and dynamic obstacles. In this experiment two RUAV's has been used, first RUAV fly's in counter clockwise direction where another fly's in clockwise direction with the same set of way-points. For both of the RUAV's same static obstacles are assigned as shown in first phase. Fig. 11 clearly illustrates the avoiding trajectory generate by two RUAV's.
Fault Detection and Identification
Addictive faults: To test our designed controller the fault in main rotor angular rate is considered.
When there is any change in the rotor angular rate, the RUAV's heading and altitude hold system affects instantaneously. These faults occur due to the wear and tear of bearing in rotational equipment, friction due to lubricant deterioration, tooth breakage and crack in gear of a gearbox system, etc. Aforementioned faults may have trivial to catastrophic damage to the system. Thus, it is extremely crucial to diagnose these faults at early stages in order to avoid catastrophic damages to the system. The main aim is to detect smaller variation in the system and make the RUAV to stabilize. After stabilizing the system, RUAV checks for the landing zone and executes the landing sequence. When fault is injection to the dynamic model, the RUAV oscillate its assigned trajectory (Fig. 12) . The time based software fault injection method is utilized to add faults to the dynamic engine. Based on the fault, controller should respond and reassign its state feedback gain to stabilize the controller. These gains are calculated with pseudo inverse method and few with trial and error method.
During the course of flight the additive faults are injected to the internal component of the RUAV.
Due to the fault, RUAV's angular rate reduces from 129.8021 rad/sec to 110.8021 rad/sec. Fig. 13 shows the change in engine speed at time 1400 milliseconds. Due to the change in engine speed the Heading and altitude of the RUAV distracted which is exemplified from Fig.13 -b-g. Based on the angular fault the other control angular rate is changed accordingly. From Fig. 12 it is clear that M a n u s c r i p t
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when the fault is injected, the RUAV misalign to its trajectory
The Fault detection module detects the engine speed fault and flags the fault ID. Based on the fault flag the reconfiguration manager module reassigns the feedback gain to the new predefined gain. At time 2100 millisecond the RUAV executes normal trajectory (Fig. 12) even the RPM of the helicopter is at 110.8021 rad/sec. For understanding the fault clearly, the delay of 700 milliseconds is added after fault detection process. Fig. 14-b ) the reconfiguration manager module reassigns the redundant sensor. At time 800 seconds the RUAV stabilized once the system reconfigured to redundant sensor ( Fig. 14-f) . The threshold values are manifested based on the maximum and minimum value that the sensor that can cope with. Based on the sensor hardware specs the threshold values are calculated.
Multiple RUAV Coordination Control
RUAV coordination algorithm is validates using two cases. To test the separation and coherence strategies three RUAV's are considered, and each RUAV should fly through way-points in the M a n u s c r i p t
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The unit position of RUAV is measured in meters. In our case the RUAV1 communicates with RUAV2 and RUAV3, RUAV2 with RUAV1 and RUAV3 and so on. When the RUAV reaches the way-point the pre-specified way-point is considered as next target way-point. Case1 is to make the RUAV to fly in single direction to check whether the RUAV executing the separation strategy. At the point of (20, 0) the RUAV separate among each other. Fig. 15 shows the Case1 RUAV's trajectories. Finally all three RUAV reaches their target with five meter distance between them.
Case2 utilize the following set of patterns.
During the execution of their patterns, at point (30, 10) RUAV2 detects the RUAV1's trajectory.
Once the RUAV1 approaches inside the detection box of RUAV2, then the separation strategy is executed and tries to move away by changing its trajectory. The trajectory obtained in the course of flight is exemplified in Fig. 16 . Meanwhile RUAV3 detects RUAV2 at position (30, 20) and RUAV1 at position (30, 10) it tries to generate greater trajectory to avoid both the RUAV's. Later RUAV3 tries to reach the neighborhood RUAV's by switching from separation behavior to cohesion behavior.
CONCLUSION
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The autonomous helicopter need highly efficient autonomous intelligent infrastructure for autonomous control systems. The intelligent control system should focus more about safety condition to avoid potential accidents. Fault detection and isolation plays an important role in this context. This research has presented a design of multilayer architecture and integration process of several basic control algorithms. The challenge faced by a RUAV in responding to potential obstacles which recline in the path of assigned trajectory is also addressed. A low cost algorithm based on biologically inspired steering behavior method for group coordination has been proposed.
Along with this fault-tolerant control is developed which extends the state of the art in fault-tolerant control of RUAV's. Some example scenarios have been discussed, involving stationary and moving obstacles, group RUAV coordination. Planning for RUAV in real world environments with uncertainty and disturbance creates much more difficulty, and the HILS single and multi-RUAV testbed has helped in testing and validating the proposed architecture. 
